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Cat Bubble Backpack With Portable Bowl

idea of him being fully on display. No problem! This space capsule backpack has a much

Let's say you love the idea of carrying your cat around on your back, but you don't love the

pack expands to give your BFF more room. And if popping out the back of the bag still isn't

Expandable Bubble Backpack

Pokémon Pokeball Bubble Backpack

straps tight, but she loves that it can fit both her cats, so it evens out.

“Mowgli LOVES it. [He] absolutely adores it and will sit in it even if we aren't going

anywhere,” Jenner said. “[Steve] wants nothing to do with it.”

“We don’t feel safe letting him wander the neighborhood because of all the dogs, so this

Turns out, she absolutely loves it.

Novelli first decided she wanted this backpack for her cat, Boots, after she learned her

Sydney Jenner's cats, Steve and Mowgli, in their bubble backpack together

Surprisingly, Boots is a fan of the backpack, too.

“The trend takes cat carriers to the next level by making part — if not all — of the backpack

Plus, your cat gets a great view of the outside world, all from the safety of his protective

completely see-through.

What is the craziest way to bring your cat places? Two words: Bubble. Backpack.

These backpacks are as ridiculous as they are amazing, so The Dodo spoke with cat parents

They're Totally Amazing

Cat Backpacks Are A Thing And
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Diving Girl After Epic 3-Mile Chase

Wild Dolphins Lead Rescuers To
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Laura Bridgeman of the International Marine Mammal Project

The scientists couldn't find an explanation for this incredible behavior, but stories like this

-- if the dolphins hadn't led them to her, she would have died.

While the dolphins circled around like bodyguards, the scientists sprang into action, pulling

closer. The girl was pallid and blonde and appeared to be fully clothed. As the boat neared,

“Someone's in the water!” yelled my assistant, standing up and pointing at the seemingly

ring around a dark spot in the water. Bearzai tells the

The researchers followed them, and after a few miles, the animals stopped, forming an eerie

behavior for the species.

According to Bearzai, she and her research team were heading back to shore when a pod

Maddalena Bearzi, President of the Ocean Conservation Society, tells the story of the
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Laura Bridgeman of the International Marine Mammal Project

The scientists couldn't find an explanation for this incredible behavior, but stories like this

-- if the dolphins hadn't led them to her, she would have died.

While the dolphins circled around like bodyguards, the scientists sprang into action, pulling

closer. The girl was pallid and blonde and appeared to be fully clothed. As the boat neared,

“Someone's in the water!” yelled my assistant, standing up and pointing at the seemingly

ring around a dark spot in the water. Bearzai tells the

The researchers followed them, and after a few miles, the animals stopped, forming an eerie

behavior for the species.

According to Bearzai, she and her research team were heading back to shore when a pod

Maddalena Bearzi, President of the Ocean Conservation Society, tells the story of the
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Laura Bridgeman of the International Marine Mammal Project

The scientists couldn't find an explanation for this incredible behavior, but stories like this

-- if the dolphins hadn't led them to her, she would have died.

While the dolphins circled around like bodyguards, the scientists sprang into action, pulling

closer. The girl was pallid and blonde and appeared to be fully clothed. As the boat neared,

“Someone's in the water!” yelled my assistant, standing up and pointing at the seemingly

ring around a dark spot in the water. Bearzai tells the

The researchers followed them, and after a few miles, the animals stopped, forming an eerie

behavior for the species.

According to Bearzai, she and her research team were heading back to shore when a pod

Maddalena Bearzi, President of the Ocean Conservation Society, tells the story of the
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2-Year-Old Girl Has Tea Parties With Her Pony
Tiny pony is shy around everyone except her 2-year-old human best friend 😊

Dog Waits By The Door Every Morning So He Can Greet His Favorite Mailwoman
180-pound dog has been best friends with the mailwoman since he was 7 weeks old — she even visits on her days off ❤️

Terrified Golden Retriever Kept Running From Rescuers For 5 Days
Watch this terrified golden retriever turn into a typical goofy golden ❤️

Tiny Puppy Shares An Adorable Moment With A Very Friendly Butterfly
The happiest thing you’ll see all day 😍

Owl Stuck In Fence Patiently Waits While Stranger Helps Him
Owl looks right at this guy the whole time he’s being rescued 😊

Mama Dog Leads Rescuers To Her Puppies
Mama dogs lead rescuers to her puppies — and they all look so different 😍

Dog Spots A Boy Being Swept Out To Sea And Rushes To Help Him
What a hero 👏

Guy Out For A Bike Ride Suddenly Realizes He’s Being Chased
“I figured I had better dig out my phone and record this because nobody would believe me otherwise” 😂

Clever Dog Sneaks Into Pet Store And Makes Off With A Giant Bone
The cutest little criminal 🐶

People Think This Dog Looks Like A Human And Can’t Get Over It
“Oh my God, she looks like my nan.”